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Fault Tolerant Actuation of a Railway Track Switch: a Simulation Study

Linxiao Li, Saikat Dutta, Roger Dixon and Edward Stewart

Abstract— Track switches (also known as “point” or “turn-
out”) are essential to the railway system and provide route
flexibility by allowing vehicles to move between tracks on
the network. However, the single actuators in the current
switch technology mean that a single actuator fault will result
in the failure of the switch (and the concomitant delays to
trains waiting to pass the switch). This paper focuses on
providing redundant actuation through an approach known
as High Redundancy Actuation (HRA), which might allow
track switches to remain operational after failure in actuator
elements. The paper also proposes the use of closed-loop control
(track switches are usually operated open-loop). In the paper,
we introduce a model of a C-type switch and validate it against
results from a previous paper. This model is then used combined
with an HRA of nine elements (3x3). Two closed-loop controllers
are then proposed for each of the single actuator and the HRA
actuator system. The findings indicate that closed-loop control
on its own has some benefits. However, when combined with
HRA, the resulting system is able to tolerate a number of
faults in the actuator subsystems, creating an effective graceful
degradation rather than the sudden failure with a traditional
single actuator.

Index Terms— High redundancy actuator, railway track
switch, fault-tolerant control, MATLAB/Simulink.

I. INTRODUCTION

Track switches (also known as “points” or “turn-outs”) are

key elements of the railway track, which allow vehicles to

switch from one route to another. They are often driven by

electric or hydraulic actuators [1]. Except for the track faults,

switch faults are the most serious problem incurring the

economic loss and train delay, around 13% of maintenance

costs are related to turnouts [2]. Therefore, track switches

are a critical single point of failure on the railway network

with most current research focused on monitoring to rectify

and prevent the failure [3].

In [4], Lee et al. used the characteristic data of the selected

acoustic signal to detect and classify the faults of the switch.

State detection of track switches is an essential method used

by the railway industry to improve the reliability of turnouts.

The purpose is to predict and prevent potential failures based

on monitoring its working conditions [5]. Besides, most

researchers try to change existing traditional mechanical

structures to avoid failures. Other research proposed a novel

track switch actuation method, Repoint Light, which was

demonstrated at a full-scale stage [6]. In [3], Kaijuka et

al. completed the model and control of a lab demonstrator

from the REPOINT Light. The experience in this field shows
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Fig. 1. Several possible configurations of the high redundancy actuator.

that alarms and warnings are primarily created after the

fault occurs or is close to the fault. Although this is a

valuable improvement, we argue that these solutions can

only effectively keep the switch working in the face of some

catastrophic failures by complete redesign of the switch.

The approach proposed here is to use the High Redun-

dancy Actuator (HRA) concept. This is a novel method

for fault-tolerant execution, which uses multiple actuation

elements in series or parallel connection in the place of

an individual actuator [7]. Different potential configurations

of the HRA are displayed in Fig. 1. This configuration

improves the reliability and availability of the actuator and

provides a high degree of fault tolerance. It is noticeable

that the HRA provides the benefit of shrinking size [8].

Preliminary research to date in this field has concentrated

on the HRA based on electro-mechanical actuators (EMA)

with a relatively small number of actuation elements. Du

et al. proposed a two-by-two series-parallel HRA model

and controlled it using passive fault-tolerant methods under

both healthy and faulty conditions [7-9]. Another HRA

with 12 EMAs was modelled and validated to compare the

behaviours of the individual EMA and the HRA in open-

loop and closed-loop [10]. They concluded that the HRA

can still perform the expected task even though one or more

sub-actuators fail. HRA has also been used for aircraft thrust

reverser [11].

The actuator fault-tolerant approach not only allows con-

tinuous operation but also avoids unnecessary maintenance.

The literature review identified that no fault-tolerant method

has yet been developed to allow switches to operate contin-

uously in the event of a partial failure and avoid a systemic

failure. This paper aims to demonstrate HRA fault-tolerant

control strategies in the reliable electro-mechanical track

switches model. There are three elements: a single actuator



track switch model, HRA track switch model, and two

control algorithms. The core contributions of this framework

are presented.

The track switch model utilizes a finite element modelling

method that does not require a co-simulation environment

unlike [12], dramatically reducing the computational time

without sacrificing the accuracy in Matlab/ Simulink. To the

best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to use the HRA

fault-tolerant control strategy on the track switch to improve

the reliability and availability. Specifically, the switch can

still achieve the required task even though there is a presence

of partial failures of the actuator.

II. INDIVIDUAL ACTUATOR SWITCH

MODELLING

The individual actuator switch model is obtained through

a physical analysis of its components. Although different

switches in the installation may have different parameters,

the models and interactions of the sub-components remain

the same. In this paper, the switch layout and parameters of

CVS C-switch (vertical shallow depth) are studied [12].

Fig. 2. An equivalent model of the railway track switch.

A. Individual Electro-mechanical Actuator

Fig. 2 gives the individual actuator switch model structure

with two main components: the electro-mechanical actuator

and the switch panel model. The electro-mechanical actuator

model consists of a DC motor model, a gearbox model,

a mechanical linkage model, and a ball screw model. The

motor drives the ball screw via the gearbox. The ball screw

then converts rotary motion into linear motion. The front

toe is connected with the ball screw through the mechanical

linkages. The electrical equation of the DC motor is:

V = RmIm +Lm İm +Keθ̇ (1)

where Rm is the rotor resistance, Im is the motor armature

current, Ke is the back emf constant of the motor, and Lm is

the rotor inductance.

The mechanical output torque Tm is defined as:

Tm = Kt Im (2)

where Kt is the motor torque constant and Im is the motor

current.

Assuming that the ball screw and the front toe are con-

nected by a shift spring-damper assembly. The force can be

calculated by the linear motion of the ball screw and the

front toe.

F =Cb(vl b − vl f )+Kb(xl b − xl f ) (3)

Where, Cb and Kb are the damping and stiffness of the

ball screw and front toe mechanical assembly. The linear

velocities of them are vl b and vl f , xl b and xl f are the linear

displacements. The purpose of the force modelling is to

provide a horizontal load that applies to the rail pairs, which

are explained next.

B. Switch Panel

The finite element analysis method is used to establish a

rail model in Simulink [13]. The switch rail is only subjected

to horizontal loads. In the classical finite element method for

analysing the beam bending problem, the Hermite element

is usually used [14]. Due to the characteristics of the switch

rail, the cross-sectional area and moment of inertia vary with

the position. Starting from the front toe, the cross-sectional

area of the tip gradually widens. The cross-section area is

full till the distance at point Z=5.037m away from the front

toe [12]. A 3D view of a switch rail shows the change in

cross-section, displayed in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. A 3D view of the switch rail and the stock rail.

The following formulas express the area Ai and moment

Ii of inertia of the changed cross-section. L is the length

of the switch rail and Li represents the changeable length.

The value range of the number i is from 1 to the numbers

of the Hermite element, which is changeable according to a

different analysis.

Ii =

{

I[1− ( 1
4
)2(Li−Z

L−Z
)] (L > Li > Z)

I (Li ≤ Z)
(4)

Ai =

{

A[1− ( 1
4
)(Li−Z

L−Z
)] (L > Li > Z)

A (Li ≤ Z)
(5)

With the fixed cross-section at point O of the rail, the

element-wise stiffness and mass matrices using Finite Ele-

ments Method are:

[K] =
EIi

Le3









24 12Le −12 6Le

0 8Le2 −6Le 2Le2

−12 −6Le 12 −6Le

6Le 2Le2 −6Le 4Le2









(6)



[M] =
ρAiLe

420









312 44Le 54 −13Le

0 8Le2 13Le −3Le2

54 13Le 156 −22Le

−13Le −3Le2 −22Le 4Le2









(7)

where E is Young’s modulus, I is the moment of inertia of

the cross-section, A is the area of cross-section, Le is the

length of a single element.

For dynamic simulation, the damping is considered as pro-

portional Rayleigh damping [15,16]. The full finite element

system equations are:

[M] ¨⃗
X +[C] ˙⃗

X +[K]X⃗ = F⃗ (8)

[C] = a0[M]+a1[K] (9)

where a0 and a1 are damping coefficient and stiffness

coefficient. These values are generally derived from the

experimental results in this present case, the authors find

them based on the results in [12]. The parameters used for

the dynamic bending formulas (4) - (9) are derived from the

CVS switch layout.

The rail model is now relatively simple to implement in

terms of (8) with (9), as shown in Fig. 4. In the figure, the

input is the external force acting on the rail, and the output

is the displacement of the node.

Fig. 4. The Simulink diagram of the rail model.

C. Model Validation

Fig. 5. Model validation for the front toe displacement.

The whole switch rail simulation model is established

in MATLAB/Simulink, including an actuator and rail panel

model. The model is validated by the data from the

HPSS switch model built-in co-simulation of SIMPACK and

Simulink [12]. The full switch system runs in the open-

loop with no feedback control. The simulation results of

the displacement of the front toe are illustrated in Fig. 5.

The same command input pulse of a constant voltage of

120V is applied to the simulation model to move at time 1s.

The simulation results show that at about 3.7s, the front toe

displacement can reach 0.1m, which matches the required

switch rail travel. The slight discrepancies are due to the

difference in the friction coefficients between the switch rail

and sleepers or other non-linearity present in the SIMPACK

model. Nevertheless, the comparison between the simulation

results and the available data shows that the model has a

good fit. It can be concluded that the model is a good

representation of the system.

III. HRA MODELLING

A track switch system with multiple actuators can be

constructed by combining various sub-actuators. Here, a

combination of series and parallel configuration is taken and

assuming that all actuators have the same parameter value.

The actuators are named and numbered with Ai for easy

description (where i=1,2,. . . ,9).

A. Actuation Configuration

In this three-by-three HRA network connecting to the front

toe, three series actuators are mounted parallel in three layers.

The basic components of the sub-actuators are the same as

that of a single actuator. An equivalent model is in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. An equivalent model of a three by three HRA configuration.

The entire structure encompasses three series actuators

connecting in parallel. The bottom actuator (A1, A4, A7)

is fixed, which acts as a load and is connected to the motor

of the next actuator, and provides the position and speed

information to the middle actuator (A2, A5, A8). The middle

actuator (A2, A5, A8) pushes the top actuator (A3, A6, A9)

which is connected with the front toe. Take the first layer as

an example. The motors of A2 appears as a part of the load of

the A1, the masses Mm of the motor needs to be calculated.

Simultaneously, the motor of the A3 also becomes a part of

the load of the A2. The other layers share the same concept.

According to the newton laws, the mathematical equation

for the front foe is listed below. Others are not repeated for

brevity.

M f X ′′
f + Jb(X f −Xb3)+Db(X

′
f −Xb

′
3)+ Jb(X f −Xb6)+

Db(X
′
f −Xb

′
6)+ Jb(X f −Xb9)+Db(X

′
f −Xb

′
9) = 0

(10)

B. Fault Conditions

Two common failures are discussed here: lock-up and

open circuit. Lock-up: Excessive wear of ball screw nuts

may cause mechanical interference, resulting in actuator



transmission failure. In order to analyse the consequences

of this fault in HRA, the fault is simulated by holding the

displacement of the faulty actuator constant. Open circuit

(OC): The OC failure is because of the large resistance

in the circuit, which causes the DC motor not to produce

current and torque. The actuator becomes “soft” and makes

the actuator’s force capability tend toward zero. In Simulink,

this can be modelled by setting the current in the DC motor

model to zero.

C. Discussion of HRA in Open Loop

The same constant voltage of 120V is applied to the

HRA track switch model at time 1s. The performance of

the track switch system with HRAs in the open-loop state

is tested and analysed under healthy and faulty conditions.

When the actuators push the front toe forward, the linear

displacement of the front toe, the force, and the linear

velocity are plotted in Fig. 7. Concerning the results of

the HRA, the displacement and linear velocity of the single

actuator have been increased by almost three times, from

0.108m to 0.323m and from 0.038m/s to 0.144m/s. The

overall force is also three times than the force of a single

actuator (1063N to 3188N), as expected. Here the HRA is

over-sized. Note in a future study it might be required to

reduce the size of the nine elements of the HRA in order to

match the overall force and displacement capabilities to the

desired for the switch.

Fig. 7. The displacement, force, and velocity comparison results of the
individual actuator and the HRA.

We introduce the lock-up and open circuit faults to test and

analyse the 3X3 HRA structure’s performance independently.

The faults may emerge in any one or more of A1 to A9.

Fig. 8 shows the displacement of the track switch system

with HRA in single lock-up condition. It is noted that when

the lock-up failure occurs in the elements connected in series

simultaneously, the entire system has no output. If the lock-

up faults do not wholly appear in the same row, the HRA

can tolerate up to 6 locking faults. However, if the failure

increases by more than six, it will immediately fail. In terms

of open-circuit faults, the HRA can tolerate up to 6, with

displacements from 0.323m to 0.108m, as shown in Fig. 9.

The forces also change from 3188 N to 1063 N. If there are

more failures, the system is not able to complete the task of

moving the switch like a single actuator.

IV. CONTROLLER DESIGN

PI controller is a successful classic control structure and

is widely used in many industrial applications. However,

there is little research on track switch systems. This section

proposes two kinds of closed-loop controllers to control the

front toe position of the single actuator track switch and

the HRA track switch. Based on the operating requirements

of the track switch system, the control requirements are as

follows:

• To track a step in demand position without overshoot.

• Settling time < 6s;

• Rise time < 4s;

• Gain margin ≥ 6 dB; Phase margin ≥ 60 degrees.

A. Individual Controller Design

In particular, a cascaded control scheme is followed [17-

19]. The designed controller includes an outer position

controller for the actuator assembly and an inner controller

for the motor current. The demand position is used as the

outer input of the system, and the position output is regarded

as the feedback to the system input as an error signal. The

inner loop is designed for the motor current control. The

block diagram of the PI cascaded control model is in Fig. 10.

The PI controller takes the well-known form:

u = Kpe+Ki

∫ t

t0

edt (11)

Kp is the proportional gain and Ki is the integral gain, which

can be obtained using the integral time constant, e is the

error.

The designed cascaded controller is then applied to the

track switch model. The moving switch time responses

are given in Fig. 12: the front toe movement, the motor

current, the voltage, the velocity of the front toe, and the

power, respectively. The stabilisation times of the open-

loop and the closed-loop controllers are 2.9s and 5.7s. It

is also clear that the closed-loop system meets the control

requirements with a rise time of 3.16s, a settling time of

5.28s, and zero overshoot. Although the rise time and settling

time of closed-loop systems are slower than those from the

open-loop system, the advantage of the closed-loop system

is that the motor does not operate at a constant voltage

input, thus reducing the power requirements during switching

operations. Simultaneously, the closed-loop controller can

reduce the velocity at which the front toe contacts the stock

rail.

B. HRA Controller Design

Referring to Fig. 10, HRA’s controller design also uses

the cascaded control approach, which comprises a global

position controller for the entire actuator and the local current



Fig. 8. The displacement comparison results of the HRA track switch with the lock-up fault.

Fig. 9. The displacement comparison results of the HRA track switch with the open circuit fault.

Fig. 10. Designed cascaded controller for the track switch with an
individual actuator.

Fig. 11. Designed cascaded controller for the track switch with HRA.

controllers at each sub-actuator, the details are drawn in

Fig. 11. The same step signal with a 0.1m setpoint is applied

as the reference.Compared with the individual actuator, the

position output can reach the set requirement about 2.5 times

faster. It takes less time than the open-loop. In addition to

the peak voltage of 110V, the voltage input is limited at

80V, which means that when a higher gain is applied, the

controller can provide a faster response. This is because

the control input has not yet reached the maximum voltage

that the DC motor can withstand. A third benefit is that the

velocity is faster in the earlier part of the transect but is

significantly lower than that of the single actuator as the

switchblade approaches its desired position.

C. Comparison of Single and HRA with Faults

When one of the HRA fails, the other eight elements

help overcome the failure. The same set point (0.1m) is

designed as the input required to test the HRA performance

Fig. 12. Comparison performance of individual actuator and HRA in open-
loop and designed closed-loop system.

with the controller when faults occur. Fig. 13 gives the

simulation results of the locked fault HRA. It can be seen

that three series connection faults cause the entire HRA

to fail while connecting in parallel does not produce the

same result. When the four components (not in the same

series) are locked, HRA is expected to continue working

and fulfill the exact requirements as a single actuator. If



Fig. 13. Comparison results of the HRA switch model without fault and
with lock-up fault.

more actuators are locked simultaneously, it takes longer

for the system to achieve the movement task of 0.1m. Until

seven actuators fail, the entire system does not generate a

displacement output. For the impact of open-circuit faults

on HRA, the simulation results are displayed in Fig. 14. The

settling time increases with the number of actuator failures.

If four elements fail in open circuit conditions, the settling

time of the HRA is around 5.27s. This implies that HRA can

tolerate up to four open circuits faults.

In general, equipping the track switch system with HRA

can effectively improve its fault tolerance up to 4 actuator

failures, on the premise that there is at least one healthy

element in each series layer. The system’s performance

gradually declines depending on the number of failures of

the sub-actuators. That is, it takes more time to meet the

control requirements.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper is structured into three main parts: The first part

starts with modelling of a single electro-mechanical actuator.

Subsequently, the authors develop the rail model by Finite

Element Analysis and testes against the experimental results

from the Simpack model. After that, a switch model, includ-

ing an HRA with nine element (three by three) actuators, is

constructed form an HRA switch system. The application

of HRA attempts to demonstrate the possibility of using

mechanical structures to accommodate such failures in drive

components. Finally, two closed-loop control methods are

designed and applied for the track switch under healthy and

faulty scenarios.

This is the first attempt in this field, which provides insight

into the actuator fault-tolerant approach for the switch system

to realise continuous operations and avoid unnecessary main-

tenance. A track switch system with a closed-loop controller

has also not been applied in practice anywhere in the world.

Hence this work will be of interest to global rail companies

and could lead to potential collaborative links.
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